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thomas m. antkowiak
Associate Professor of Law and 
Director, Latin America Program
A Dark Side of Virtue: The Inter-American Court  
and Reparations for Indigenous Peoples, 
25 Duke J. of Comp. & Int’l L. 1 (2015)
“The Inter-American Court now has more case law on 
indigenous peoples than any other international tribunal. My 
article is the first thorough analysis of the Court’s influential, 
yet flawed reparations for these peoples.”
lorraine k. Bannai
Professor of Lawyering Skills and 
Director, Fred T. Korematsu Center  
for Law and Equality
Enduring Conviction: Fred 
Korematsu And His Quest For 
Justice (Univ. of Wash. Press 2015)
“This book relates Fred Korematsu’s 
remarkable life story, including the 
infamous Supreme Court case and his later  
successful challenge to his wartime conviction.  
In doing so, it seeks to illuminate the broader  
lessons of the wrongful mass incarceration of  
Japanese Americans—lessons that unfortunately  
continue to have chilling relevance.”
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4Brooke d. coleman
William C. Oltman Professor  
of Teaching Excellence
Learning Civil Procedure (West 
Acad. 2d ed. 2015)
“Learning Civil Procedure is a 
prac-ademic book. It combines all 
that we want our students to know about theory with 
experiences and practice problems that make that 
theory concrete. It is a book that will take students 
through their 1L year, but will also serve them well in 
practice.”
margaret chon
Donald and Lynda Horowitz Professor  
for the Pursuit of Justice
Slow Logo: Brand Citizenship in Global Value Networks,  
47 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 935 (2014)
“Slow Logo is the most recent iteration of  
a larger scholarly project about how trademarks  
might communicate objectively verifiable information  
to consumers, such as whether a computer or  
an article of clothing is manufactured in  
sweatshop-free environments.”
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Professor of Law and 
Associate Dean for Research  
and Faculty Development
Mea Culpa: Lessons On Law 
And Regret From U.S. History 
(NYU Press 2015)
“Mea Culpa offers a definitive 
moral compass, steeped in 
our historical and legal experience, to guide 
decision makers toward policies and practices 
that avoid societal regret.”
sara rankin
Associate Professor of Lawyering Skills
The New 1L: Teaching First-Year 
Students To Be Lawyers Through 
Actual Practice (Carolina Acad.  
Press 2015)
“The New 1L showcases cutting-
edge pedagogical techniques 
and programs to engage first year 
students in truly applied lawyering skills,  
in the real world, for real clients, and with real  
benefits for students, clients, law faculty, and  
the greater community.”
diane lourdes dick
Associate Professor of Law
Grassroots Shareholder Activism in Large Commercial 
Bankruptcies, 40 J. Corp. L. 1 (2015)
“This article explores the challenges faced by 
individual common shareholders of large  
companies in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. I argue that  
these interest holders deserve to have their day  
in court and that the legal process should better 
facilitate their involvement.”
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8lily kahng
Professor of Law
The Not-So-Merry Wives of Windsor: The Taxation 
of Women in Same-Sex Marriages, Cornell L. Rev. 
(Forthcoming 2016)
“I show how women in same-sex marriages —despite 
Windsor and Obergefell’s promise of equality in 
marriage taxation—are likely to be  
penalized under current tax laws 
and argue that the best way to achieve 
tax equity would be to repeal the joint 
return and otherwise curtail taxation on the 
basis of marital status.”
charlotte garden
Associate Professor of Law
Toward Politically Stable NLRB Lawmaking: Rulemaking 
vs. Adjudication, 64 Emory L.J. 1467 (2015)
“I use two recent NLRB rulemakings as case 
studies to question the conventional wisdom that—
particularly in this politically charged environment—
the NLRB should eschew its standard process of 
making forward-looking law via adjudication, and 
instead make more rules through the notice-and-
comment process.”
9carmen gonzalez
Professor of Law
International Environmental 
Law And The Global South 
(Cambridge Univ. Press 2015)
“By emphasizing the 
perspectives and priorities of 
the states and peoples of the 
global South, International  
Environmental Law and the Global  
South bridges the conflicts between  
affluent and poor countries that have  
derailed efforts to protect the  
global environment.”
ronald c. slye
Professor of Law
International Criminal Law 
And Its Enforcement, Cases 
And Materials (Found. Press 
3d ed. 2015)
“This casebook provides an 
introduction to international 
criminal law from the perspective of a practitioner 
(with chapters on charging and sentencing, for 
example) that draws upon developments in the 
field at the international and domestic levels, and 
draws upon developments around the world.”
anna roBerts
Assistant Professor of Law
Reclaiming the Importance of the Defendant’s 
Testimony: Prior Conviction Impeachment and the 
Fight Against Implicit Stereotyping, 83 U. Chi. L. Rev. 
(Forthcoming 2016)
“Criminal defendant testimony can reduce  
the risk that jurors base their verdicts on 
stereotypes. In this article, I argue that judges 
should bear that in mind before silencing 
defendants through the threat of prior 
conviction impeachment.”
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